Sheet Metal cont.
1949-51 Ford woodie B-post to wheel tub floor panel

These are constructed from 18-gauge steel. These panels have the stepped edge going from front to rear
on the floor side and have the 90-degree flange on the inner rocker side. The panel has the wedge shaped
step in it that goes from the middle of the panel to the wheel tub end and is about 3 13/16” at the wheel tub.
The upper part of the panel at the wheel tub has the curved flange to meet up with the wheel tub edge.

B-Post floor (drivers)
B-Post floot

Description

Item number
074951-513L
074951-513R

price
$149.00
$149.00

1949-51 Ford woodie B-post to wheel tub floor access panel

This is the panel that is screwed to the floor along the outside edge of the floor between the B-post and the
wheel tub. This part is the one that goes on top ot the 074951-513. Constructed from 18-guage material
just like Henry’s was.

Description

B-post access panel
B-post access panel (passenger)

Item number
084951-522L
084951_522R

price
$49.00
$49.00

1949-51 Ford woodie B-post interior bottom

This is the little angle part that is welded to the bottom of the B-post and to the floor and part #522 sets
on top of it. Constructed from 18 guage steel.

Description
B-post interior bottom
B-post interior bottom (passenter)

Item number
084951-523L
084951-523R

price
$45.00
$45.00

1949-51 Ford woodie lower A-post interior extension repair

This repair section is constructed from 20-gauge material. This repair panel is 8 inches long and goes
from the bottom (the floor) up 8 inches. It has the first rectangular hole in it and has the same taper as the
original for a smooth fit. This repair panel is designed to be butt welded into place.

Description
A-Post extension repair (drivers)
A-Post extension repair

Item number
074951-514L
074951-514R

price
$89.00
$89.00

1949-51 Ford/ Mercury rear floor side extensions

This replacement panel goes from the wheel tub to the C-post. From the edge of the main floor out to the
inside edge of the outer body. The driver’s side has the flanged hole for the gas filler pipe. Both panels
have the stepped edge to go under the center floor like Ford did it. They have the 1/8” deep stepped
recess that goes front to rear and ends at the tailgate hinge.

Description
Rear floor extension (drivers)
Rear floor extension

Item number
074951-515L
074951-515R

price
$145.00
$125.00

1949-51 Ford/ Mercury woodie wheel tub forward body mount

This replacement mount goes in front of the wheel tub and behind the B-post. It is constructed from
12-gauge material. The original is constructed from thinner 13 gauge. This part is designed to replace
your bent or rusted original.

Description
Wheel tub body mount left side (drivers)
Wheel tub body mount right side

Item number
074951-516L
074951-516R

price
$29.00
$29.00
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